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Abstract
Aneuploidy is the hallmark of malignancy. Our previous study successfully detected
nonhematogenic circulating aneuploidy cells (CACs) in types of gliomas. The current prospective clinical study aims to further precisely subcategorize aneuploid
CACs, including CD31− circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and CD31+ circulating tumor
endothelial cells, and thoroughly investigate the clinical utilities of these different
subtypes of cells. Co-detection and analysis of CTCs and circulating tumor-derived
endothelial cells (CTECs) expressing CD133, glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), or
epidermal growth factor receptor variant III (EGFR vIII) were performed by integrated
subtraction enrichment and immunostaining fluorescence in situ hybridization (SE-
iFISH) in 111 preoperative primary diffuse glioma patients. Aneuploid CACs could
be detected in most de novo glioma patients. Among detected CACs, 45.6% were
CD31−/CD45− aneuploid CTCs and the remaining 54.4% were CD31+/CD45− aneuploid CTECs. Positive detection of CTECs significantly correlated with disruption
of the blood–brain barrier. The median number of large CTCs (LCTCs, >5 μm, 2) in

Abbreviations: BBB, blood–brain barrier; CAC, circulating aneuploid cells; CTC, circulating tumor cells; CTEC, circulating tumor-derived endothelial cells; CTSC, circulating tumor stem
cell; GBM, glioblastoma; HGA, high-grade astrocytoma; HGG, high-grade glioma; LGA, low-grade astrocytoma; LGG, low-grade glioma; SE-iFISH, subtraction enrichment integrated with
immunostaining fluorescence in situ hybridization; VM, vasculogenic mimicry.
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low-grade glioma (WHO grade 2) was less than high-grade glioma (WHO grades 3 and
4) (3, p = 0.044), but this difference was not observed in small CTCs (SCTCs, ≤5 μm),
CTECs or CACs (CTCs + CTECs). The numbers of CTCs, CTECs, or CACs in patients
with contrast-enhancing (CE) lesions considerably exceeded that of non-CE lesions
(p < 0.05). Receiver operating characteristic curves demonstrated that CD31+ CTECs,
especially LCTECs, exhibited a close positive relationship with CE lesions. Survival

analysis revealed that the high number of CD31− CTCs could be an adverse factor for
compromised progression-free survival and overall survival. Longitudinal surveillance

of CD31− CTCs was suitable for evaluating the therapeutic response and for monitoring potential emerging treatment resistance.
KEYWORDS

blood–brain-barrier, CD31-C TC, CD31 + CTEC, glioma, prognosis, therapy resistance
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I NTRO D U C TI O N

impact and clinical significance of aneuploid CD31− CTCs and CD31+
CTECs on glioma patient BBB disruption,17,19 chemoradiotherapeutic

Gliomas, the most common de novo brain tumor in adults, tend to ex-

efficacy, tumor progression, and recurrence were comprehensively

hibit a bleak outcome.1 Maximal safe surgical removal of tumors with

investigated.

or without subsequent chemoradiotherapy constitutes the mainstay
of alleviating symptoms and prolonging survival. Nevertheless, the
complete cellular removal of diffuse gliomas is impossible, due to
intrinsically aggressive tumor behavior, the infiltrative pattern of
tumor growth, and the ambiguous border present in normal brain

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 | Patients

tissue. 2 Therefore, inevitable postsurgical tumor recurrence is the
most prominent problem of gliomas.

In total, 111 newly diagnosed adult patients with diffuse glioma

Patterns of glioma progression predominately present local re-

(WHO grades 2–4), including 67 men and 44 women with a mean

currence, which means that tumor cells regrow in the vicinity of

age of 44.8 ± 12.4 years old, were prospectively enrolled from

the primary resection cavity.3 However, ~20% of patients displayed

November 2017 to November 2018 (Table 1). All the enrolled pa-

novel lesions located far from the initial tumor bed or even in extra-

tients were subjected to surgical resection, followed by receiving

cranial viscera, including liver, lung, vertebra, and so forth, implying

chemoradiotherapy or just observation that conformed to the lat-

a subgroup of glioma cells immigrated to a distant but suitable milieu

est National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines.

where metastatic tumor cells could reproduce unlimitlessly.4,5 Such

Follow-up was regularly performed every 1 month or 3 months

an occurrence overturns the traditional theory that glioma cells do

regarding the patients' situations. Progression-f ree survival was

not penetrate the BBB composed of CD31+ brain microvascular en-

defined as the duration from the initial surgery to the time of

6

dothelial cells (BMECs) and propagate out of the central nervous

tumor progression and overall survival (OS) was defined as the du-

system. The concept of CTCs provided a rational explanation in

ration between the initial surgery and the patient's death, or last

terms of glioma intracranial dissemination and extracranial metas-

follow-up. 20,21

tasis. However, compared with visceral epithelial solid tumor CTCs,

Signed consent forms were received from every patient. The

the unavailable expression of ubiquitous surface markers on glioma

study was approved by the institutional review board of the Capital

cells has resulted in most conventional CTC technologies being un-

Medical University and performed according to the Declaration of

suitable for glioma CTC detection.7–9 Although the use of combined

Helsinki Principles.

multimarkers to investigate the clinical significance of glioma CTCs
in patients with advanced GBM has been reported,10–12 great efforts
are required to further improve relevant strategies.13

2.2 | SE-iFISH

Aneuploidy, referring to aberrant gain or loss of chromosomes in
a cell, is the hallmark of tumor cells. Aneuploidy plays a critical role

SE-iFISH was performed according to the manufacture's instruc-

in cancer cell malignancy, therapeutic resistance, cancer metasta-

tions (Cytelligen, San Diego, CA, USA).19 Briefly, 6 ml of peripheral

14–17

sis, and tumor recurrence.

Previously, we successfully detected

blood (PB) in fasting patients were collected into an acid citrate

nonhematogenic aneuploid CACs in seven diverse subtypes of brain

dextrose (ACD) anticoagulant tube (Becton Dickinson), followed

glioma and reported their significance.18 In the present study, the

by centrifugation at 600 g for 5 min. Sedimented blood cells

|
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TA B L E 1 Quantitative analysis of aneuploid CTCs and CTECs in patients with different types of gliomas
Aneuploid CTCs (median)

Aneuploid CTECs (median)

Pathology

Grade

n

Monoploid

Triploid

Multiploid

Total

Monoploid

Triploid

Multiploid

Total

A-m

2

25

0

2.0

1.0

4.0

0

1.0

5.0

7.0

A-w

2

6

0

0.0

3.5

3.5

0

0.5

12.5

9.0

O

2

18

0

2.0

3.0

4.5

0

0.5

5.0

10

A-m

3

5

4.0

4.0

2.0

4.0

0

0

5.0

6.0

A-w

3

8

0

3.0

10.0

13.0

0

1.0

13.5

15.0

O

3

6

0

1.5

1.5

2.0

0

1.5

5.5

8.0

A-m

4

6

0

4.0

4.0

6.5

0

3.5

9.0

11.5

GBM-w

4

37

0

3.0

3.0

6.0

0

0.0

6.0

7.0

Abbreviations: A-m, astrocytoma, IDH mutant; A-w, astrocytoma, IDH-wildtype; GBM-w, glioblastoma, IDH-wildtype, WHO grade 4; O,
oligodendroglioma, IDH mutant and 1p/19q co-deleted.

loaded on the top of 3.5 ml of nonhematologic cell separation ma-

2.4 | Collection of radiological data

trix were spun at 400 g for 5 min. The solution containing white
blood cells (WBCs) and tumor cells was subsequently incubated

All patients underwent a conventional plain scan and a contrast-

with 150 μl of immunomagnetic beads conjugated to a mixture of

enhancing (CE) T1-weighted scan using a 3.0T magnetic resonance

anti-leukocyte mAbs for 15 min. WBCs bound to immunobeads

imaging (MRI) scanner, including axial plain T1, T2, FLAIR images, as

were depleted using a 50-m l size magnetic separator (Cytelligen).

well as axial, sagittal, and coronary contrast-enhanced T1 images. 24

The magnetic beads-f ree solution was collected and mixed with

A crossing review of MR images was performed by two experienced

human CTC buffer to 14 ml. Samples were centrifuged at 400 g for

radiologists to define the modes of recurrence.

5 min. Sedimented cells were resuspended and mixed with the cell
fixative, and subsequently coated on CTC slides. Dried cells were
ready for iFISH processing.

2.5 | Statistical analysis

Five-color iFISH was performed according to the manufacture's updated protocol (Cytelligen). Briefly, dried monolayer

Student's t-test was applied for analysis of continuous variables, and

cells on the coated slides were hybridized with the Vysis chro-

the Mann–Whitney U-test was applied for nonparametric data. Chi-

mosome 8 centromere probe (CEP8) SpectrumOrange (Abbott

squared test or Fisher's exact test was applied to compare the cat-

Laboratories) for 4 h using a S500 StatSpin ThermoBrite Slide

egorical variables. Survival as a function of time was plotted using the

Hybridization/Denaturation System (Abbott Molecular). Samples

Kaplan–Meier method and compared using log-rank analysis. SPSS

were subsequently incubated with the indicated fluorescence

version 25.0 (IBM Corporation) and GraphPad Prism 8.0.1 (GraphPad

labeled monoclonal antibodies (Cytelligen), including Alexa

Software) were applied for statistical analysis. Probability values were

Fluor (AF)594-anti-CD45 (Clone 9.4), AF488-a nti-CD133 (Clone

obtained using two-sided tests. Values of *p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 were

AC133), and Cy5-a nti-CD31(Clone WM59) at room temperature

considered statistically significant and very significant, respectively.

for 20 min in the dark. After washing, samples were mounted with
4′,6-diamidino-2-p henylindole (DAPI) mounting medium (Vector
Laboratories), and subsequently subjected to the Metafer-i•FISH®
CTC 3D scanning and image analyzing system co-d eveloped by
Carl Zeiss, MetaSystems, and Cytelligen.19 Identification criteria of
a positive cell: CTC, DAPI+/CD45−/CD31−/aneuploid CEP8; CTSC,

3
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3.1 | Analysis of aneuploid CTCs and CTECs co-
detected in glioma patients

DAPI+/CD45−/CD31−/CD133 +/aneuploid CEP8; CTEC, DAPI +/
CD45−/CD31+/aneuploid CEP8.

Revealed in Figure 1A, iFISH was applied to perform in situ phenotypic and karyotypic characterization of glioma aneuploid

2.3 | Histopathological and molecular diagnosis

CD31− CTCs and CD31+ CTECs. A large (>5 μm WBC) multiploid (≥tetrasomy 8) CTC (LCTEC multi) and a small (≤5 μm) triploid

CTC (SCTC tri) are shown in Figure 1Aa/b, respectively. A mulThe IDH1 R132/IDH2 R172, TERT promoter (C228T/C250T) mutation was tested by next generation sequencing and the status of
1p/19q, +7/10−, EGFR amplification was determined using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH).

22,23

tiploid CTEC in large cell size (LCTEC multi) and a small multiploid
CTEC (SCTEC multi) are revealed in Figure 1Ac/d, respectively.

Figure 1Ae showed a stemness marker CD133 + large multiploid
CTSC (LCTSC multi), which was detected in five out of 34 examined

3538
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F I G U R E 1 The iFISH images of glioma aneuploid CTCs and CTECs. (A-a) A large cell-sized (>5 μm) multiploid (≥tetrasomy 8) CTC
(LCTCmulti). (A-b) A triploid small (≤5 μm) CTC (SCTCtri). (A-c) A large multiploid CTEC (LCTECmulti). (A-d) A small multiploid CTEC (SCTECmulti).
(A-e) A large multiploid CD133+ CTSC (LCTSCmulti). Bars, 5 μm. (B) Quantification of CTCs, CTECs, and CACs (CTCs + CTECs). (B-a) Overall
analysis: 1105 total CD31− CTCs with a median of five cells, 1316 total CD31+ CTECs with a median of seven cells, and 2421 total CACs with
a median of 13 cells. (B-b) Comparison of CTCs and their subtypes in 49 LGG and 62 HGG patients. Medians of cell numbers are 4.0 (0–61,
LGG, red) versus 6.0 (0–140, HGG, blue) for overall CTCs (p = 0.050), 2.0 (0–47, LGG) versus 3.0 (0–138, HGG) for LCTCs (*p = 0.044), and
0 (0–14, LGG) versus 1 (0–13, HGG) for LCTCstri (*p = 0.032) (Mann–Whitney U-test). (C) Composition analysis. (C-a) CACs consist of 45.6%
CTCs (including 32.4% large and 13.2% small cells), and 54.4% CTECs (46.5% large and 7.9% small cells). (C-b) CTCs are mainly composed
of large multiploid (LCTCsmulti, 61.1%) and small triploid (SCTCstri, 22.6%) cells. (C-c) The majority of CTECs (80%) is large multiploid cells
(LCTECsmulti).

patients (5/34, 14.7%), including three GBM, two astrocytomas

neovascularization (red arrows in Figure 2Ac/d). Quantitative analysis

(IDH mutant and 1p/19q intact, WHO grade 3), and one oligo-

of CD31− CTCs and CD31+ CTECs in CE (n = 81) and non-CE subjects

dendroglioma (IDH mutant and 1p/19q co-d eleted, WHO grade

(n = 30) is depicted in Figure 2Ba–c. As demonstrated in Figure 2Ba,

+

3) subjects. For patients with GBM, CD133 CTCs were detected

the medians of cell numbers in the CE lesion cohort (red bar) increased

in 30% GBM patients (3/10), which surpassed EGFR vIII + CTC

in comparison with non-CE lesion patients (blue bar), showing media

(14.8%, 4/27) and GFAP+ CTC (0%, 0/27).

of 6.0 (0–140, CE) versus 3.0 (1–31, non-CE) for CTCs (*p = 0.023,

Figure 1Ba demonstrates an overview of the detected 1105 aneu-

Mann–Whitney U-test), 9.0 (0–76, CE) versus 5.0 (0–33, non-CE) for

ploid CTCs, 1316 CTECs, and 2421 CACs (CTCs + CTECs) with a median

CTECs (**p = 0.006), and 15.0 (1–216, CE) versus 8.5 (1–49, non-CE)

of five cells (0–140) for CTCs, 7 (0–140) for CTECs, and 13 (0–216) for

for CACs (**p = 0.007). Revealed in Figure 2Bb, further morphologi-

CACs. As depicted in Figure 1Bb, the quantities of CTCs and their sub-

cal analysis indicated that only LCTCs and LCTECs accounted for the

types in HGGs (WHO grades 3 and 4; Table 1) were higher than the

increased cell numbers in CE patients (LCTCs: CE, median 3.0, 0–138,

malignant LGGs (WHO grade 2; Table 1), showing medians of cell num-

non-CE, median 1.0, 0–25, **p = 0.009; LCTECs: CE, median 7.0, 0–

bers of 4.0 (0–61, n = 49 LGG) versus 6.0 (0–140, n = 62 HGG) for

75, non-CE: median 3.0 0–29, **p = 0.002), whereas both SCTCs and

overall CTCs (p = 0.050), 2.0 (0–47, LGG) versus 3.0 (0–138, HGG) for
tri
LCTCs (*p = 0.044), and 0 (0–14, LGG) versus 1 (0–13, HGG) for LCTCs

SCTECs

did not show significant differences. Depicted in Figure 2Bc,

additional karyotypic analysis demonstrated that between those in-

(*p = 0.032) (Mann–Whitney U-test). Additional comparisons performed

creased LCTCs and LCTECs, the particular subtype of LCTECsmulti har-

on following cohorts did not show statistically significant differences:

bored the most marked difference, between CE (median 7.0, 0–75)

IDH1/2 mutant astrocytoma (grade 2, n = 25) versus IDH1/2 mutant

and non-CE lesion (median 3.0, 0–28) cohorts (**p = 0.002), compared

high-grade astrocytoma (grade 3, n = 11) (p = 0.103); oligodendroglioma

with LCTCsmulti showing 2.0 (0–134, CE) versus 1.0 (0–12, non-CE),

(grade 2, n = 18) versus oligodendroglioma (grade 3, n = 6) (p = 0.986);

*p = 0.024.

and IDH 1/2 wild-type astrocytoma (histological grade 2, n = 6) versus

Area under the ROC curve (AUC)–ROC analysis was per-

IDH 1/2 wild-type high-grade astrocytoma (histological grades 3 and 4,

formed to dissect the correlation between cell numbers and MRI

n = 45) (p = 0.196). In addition, no significant difference was observed

contrast (Figure 2C). Figure 2Ca shows AUC values of AUCCTEC

among diverse subtypes of CTECs between LGG and HGG cohorts.
Dissected compositions of CTCs, CTEC,s and CACs are shown

(**0.670) > AUCCAC (**0.665) > AUCCTC (*0.640). Stratification analysis indicated that beyond LCTECs (**0.692, Figure 2Cb) and LCTCs

in Figure 1C. As demonstrated in Figure 1Ca, CTCs and CTECs in

(**0.660), LCTECsmulti (**0.690, Figure 2Cc), rather than LCTCsmulti

overall CACs were 45.6% and 54.4%, respectively. The majority of

(*0.638), was the most significant biomarker relevant to distorted

each category of cells was large cells, revealing 32.4% out of 45.6%

neovascularization and BBB disruption. Other subtypes of cells, in-

for LCTCs and 46.5% out of 54.4% for LCTECs. For the remaining

cluding SCTCs, SCTECs, and triploid LCTCs, as well as LCTECs, did not

small cells, the percentage of SCTCs (13.2%) was higher than 7.9% of

show a significant correlation with BBB damage.

SCTECs,

indicating that CTCs had more small cells. Comprehensive

morphological and karyotypic analysis indicated that the main populations of CTCs were composed of large multiploid (LCTCsmulti,
61.1%) and small triploid (SCTCstri, 22.6%) cells (Figure 1Cb), whereas

80% of CTECs were large multiploid cells (LCTECsmulti), as revealed

3.3 | Preoperative small cell-sized triploid
CTCs (SCTCstri) correlate with poor prognosis in
glioblastoma patients

in Figure 1Cc.
In general, IDHwt LGG with EGFR amplification, TERT promoter mutation and (or) +7/10− should be diagnosed as GBM. 25 Therefore, in

3.2 | Quantity of large cell-sized multiploid CTECs
(LCTECsmulti) increased in patients with CE lesions

total, 45 molecular GBM patients based on WHO 2021 brain tumor

Unlike MRI non-CE lesions revealed in Figure 2Aa,b, MRI CE le-

adjuvant temozolomide chemotherapy. In this study, the median PFS

sions in patients are an evident sign of BBB damage and malformed

(mPFS; Figure 3A) and OS (mOS; Figure 3B) for 45 examined GBM

classification were analyzed. All these patients received maximal
tumor resection, followed by concurrent chemoradiotherapy and

3540
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F I G U R E 2 Significant increase of large cell-sized multiploid CTECs (LCTECsmulti) along with contrast-enhancing (CE) lesions. (A) MRI
images. (Aa-b): Non-CE lesions (orange arrows). (Ac-d): CE lesions (red arrows). (B) Quantitative analysis of CTCs and CTECs in CE patients
(n = 81) versus non-CE patients (n = 30). (B-a) Overall CTCs and CTECs (median): 6.0 versus 3.0 for CTCs (*p = 0.023); 9.0 versus 5.0 for
CTECs (**p = 0.006); 15.0 versus 8.5 for CACs (**p = 0.007). (B-b) Large cell-sized LCTCs and LCTECs: median 3.0 versus 1.0 for LCTCs
(**p = 0.009); 7.0 versus 3.0 for LCTECs (**p = 0.002). SCTCs and SCTECs do not show a significant difference. (B-c) Large multiploid
CTCs (LCTCsmulti) and CTECs (LCTECsmulti): 2.0 versus 1.0 for LCTCsmulti (*p = 0.024); 7.0 versus 3.0 for LCTECsmulti (**p = 0.002). No
significant difference is observed on LCTCstri between non-CE and CE. (C) AUC-ROC curve analysis. (C-a) AUCCTEC (**0.670) > AUCCAC
(**0.665) > AUCCTC (*0.640). (C-b) AUC-LCTEC (**0.692) > AUC-LCTC (**0.660). (C-c) Large multiploid CTEC AUC (**0.690) > large multiploid
CTC AUC (*0.638).

patients were 9.3 and 19.0 months, respectively. Compared with
the cohort possessing preoperative CTC numbers >11, the cohort
having baseline CTCs ≤11 displayed longer mPFS and mOS (mPFS
11.0 versus 3.2 months; **p = 0.01; Figure 3Aa; mOS 22.0 versus
12.0 months; **p = 0.014; Figure 3Ba). Among those preoperative

*p = 0.03, Figure 3Bb). Further morphological and karyotypic comprehensive analysis pinpointed that SCTCtri was the most sensitive

and prominent indicator (mPFS 26.0 [SCTCstri ≤1] versus 5.5 months

[SCTCstri >1], *p = 0.02, Figure 3Ac; mOS 26.0 [SCTCstri ≤1] versus
14.0 months [SCTCstri >1], *p = 0.017, Figure 3Bc). Demonstrated in

CTCs, SCTCs had a significant impact on early tumor progression

Figure 3Bd, although patients possessing preoperative CACs ≤28

(mPFS 13.8 [SCTCs ≤2] versus 4.0 months [SCTCs >2], **p = 0.009,

showed a significantly improved mOS compared with those having

Figure 3Ab; mOS 22.0 [SCTCs ≤2] versus 14.0 months [SCTCs >2],

CACs >28 (22.0 versus 14.0 months, *p = 0.041), CACs were not able

LI et al.
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F I G U R E 3 Preoperative small cell-sized triploid CTCs (SCTCstri) correlate with poor prognosis in GBM patients (n = 45). (A-a) Overall
CTCs (cut-off 11), mPFS 11.0 (≤11) versus 3.2 months (>11) (**p = 0.01). (A-b) SCTCs (cut-off 2), mPFS 13.8 (≤2) versus 4.0 months (>2)
(**p = 0.009). (A-c) SCTCstri (cut-off 1), mPFS 26.0 (≤1) versus 5.5 months (>1) (*p = 0.02). (A-d) CACs (cut-off 28), no significant difference is
observed (p = 0.114). (B-a) CTCs (cut-off 11), mOS 22.0 (≤11) versus 12.0 months (>11) (**p = 0.014). (B-b) SCTCs (cut-off 2), mOS 22.0 (≤2)
versus 14.0 months (>2) (*p = 0.03). (B-c) SCTCstri (cut-off 1), mOS 26.0 (≤1) versus 14.0 months (>1) (*p = 0.017). (B-d) CACs (cut-off 28),
mOS 22.0 (≤28) versus 14.0 months (>28) (*p = 0.041). (C) SCTCstri in tumor recurrence and progression. A patient with IDH1/2 wild-t ype
anaplastic astrocytoma (refined as GBM based on the WHO 2021 classification system; C-a, white arrow) had preoperative 4 SCTCstri and
2 SCTCsmulti. Tumor was surgically removed (C-b, white arrow). Tumor recurrence (C-c, red arrow) and leptomeningeal dissemination (yellow
arrow) were observed 1.5 months after resection, followed by tumor progression in the brain (C-d, red and yellow arrows) and spine (yellow
arrows, C-e) until patient's death 7.4 month after surgery (PFS = 1.5 months, OS = 7.4 months). (D) None of SCTCstri in nonrecurrence
patient. A subject with IDH1/2 wild-t ype glioblastoma (D-a, white arrow) had preoperative 6 LCTCstri and 2 SCTCsmulti, but no SCTCstri was
detected. Following surgical removal of the lesion (D-b, white arrow), no recurrence (NR) was observed longer than 27 months (D-c for 3
months, D-d for 12 months and D-e for 27 months).

3542
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to effectively evaluate mPFS between those two cohorts of patients

in combination with low-dose reirradiation (2Gy × 3; NCT03392545)

(cut-off: 28 CACs, p = 0.114, Figure 3Ad), and CTECs did not dis-

(Table 2). Patients were classified into two cohorts of nontreat-

played any prognostic significance (data not shown). Representative

ment responder (progressive diseases/PD, ID 1–5; Table 2), and

cases with high/low burden of SCTCstri with poor/favorable progno-

treatment responder (stable disease [SD, ID 6–7], complete re-

sis are shown in Figures 3C/D.

sponse [CR] or partial response [PR], ID 8–11; Table 2). Exact variation numbers for CTCs (∆CTCs = PostCTCs − PreCTCs), and CTECs
(∆CTECs = PostCTECs − PreCTECs) in each subject are described in

3.4 | Small cell-sized triploid CTCs (SCTCstri) exhibit
resistance to immunoradiotherapy in recurrent
malignant glioma patients

Table 2.
All five subjects (ID 1–5) in the nonresponder cohort showed
a substantial increase of CTCs in pace with tumor exacerbation
(Figure 4Aa/b, orange), whereas only a slight increase of CTECs in

A follow-up detection of CTCs and CTECs was performed on 11

three patients of the same cohort was observed (Figure 4Ac/d, or-

recruited patients with recurrent malignant glioma who received

ange). Among the treatment-responder cohort (ID 8–11), a decrease

subsequent intracranial and systemic immunoadjuvants (poly [I:C])

of CTCs in all four patients was revealed following the regression of

TA B L E 2 Quantification of CTCs and CTECs in recurrent malignant glioma patients subjected to immunoradiotherapy
ID

Pathology

Treatment

Status

Pre-C TCs

Post-C TCs

ΔCTCs

Pre-C TECs

Post-C TECs

ΔCTECs

1

GBM

C+R

PD

8

176

168

6

36

30

2

O, grade 3

C

PD

11

62

51

13

40

27

3

A, grade 4

C+R

PD

3

34

31

13

15

2

4

GBM

C+R

PD

4

17

13

9

3

−6

5

GBM

C+R

PD

7

16

9

0

17

17

6

GBM

C+R

SD

1

2

1

0

2

2

7

GBM

C+R

SD

5

6

1

0

15

15

8

A, grade 3

C+R

CR

12

8

−4

16

1

−15

9

GBM

S+C+R

CR

8

1

−7

20

0

−20

10

A, grade 3

C+R

CR

30

11

−19

18

6

−12

11

GBM

C+R

PR

93

2

−91

135

0

−135

Abbreviations: A, astrocytoma, IDH mutant and 1p/19q intact; C, chemotherapy; CR, complete remission; GBM, glioblastoma, IDH-wildtype, WHO
grade 4; O, oligodendroglioma, IDH mutant and 1p/19q co-deleted; PD, progressive disease; PR, partial remission; R, radiotherapy; S, surgery; SD,
stable disease.

F I G U R E 4 Small cell-sized triploid CTCs (SCTCstri) were resistant to immunoradiotherapy in recurrent malignant gliomas. (A) Variation
of CTCs and CTECs in nontreatment responder (PD, orange), and responder (SD/blue, CR/light green or PR/dark green) cohorts. (A-a)
∆CTCs = PostCTCs-PreCTCs. (A-c) ∆CTECs = PostCTECs-PreCTECs. All the PD patients showed a substantial increase in CTCs but only a
slight increase in CTECs in three patients of the same cohort. CTCs decreased in all four patients in the treatment-responder cohort (A-b).
A similar decrease in CTECs was observed in three out of four patients in the same cohort. Two SD patients did not show a significant
change in CTC quantity, but an opposite variation on CTEC amount was revealed (A-d). (B) Prognosis analysis. Compared with CTC quantity
increasing cohort (> baseline), CTC decreasing cohort displayed prolonged mPFS (B-a, unreached versus 3.0 months, *p = 0.047) and mOS
(B-b, unreached versus 14.5 months, *p = 0.031). CTECs did not show a significant difference (B-c & B-d). (C) Composition analysis of
baseline and post-therapeutic CTCs in responder and nonresponder cohorts. In comparison with the responder cohort (Ca/b), the proportion
of pre-therapeutic baseline SCTCstri in nonresponder cohort (16/33, 48.5%, C-c) was significantly higher than that in the responder cohort
(16/142, 11.3%, C-a). Further analysis indicated that following therapy, both LCTCsmulti decreased (from 101 to 10) and SCTCstri (from 16 to
7) in the responder cohort (4Ca/b). In the nonresponder cohort, SCTCstri and LCTCsmulti dramatically increased from baseline 16, 10–36, 228
respectively (Cc/d). This result indicated that a high burden of SCTCtri might lead to therapy resistance and ultimate progression. (D) Dynamic
detection of diverse subtypes of CTCs and CTECs along with immunoradiotherapy in a recurrent thalamic glioblastoma patient. Exact
numbers of LCTCs/LCTECs (D-a/b, red line), SCTCs/SCTECs (Da/b, aqua line), proportions of different subtypes of CTCs and CTECs detected
at each test (D-a/b, bars in different colors), were respectively illustrated in D-a/b/d. MRI images are illustrated in D-c. The patient did not
show the visible recurrence (MRI image-a) prior-to therapy at Test 1. Following development of widespread leptomeningeal dissemination at
Test 2 (MRI image-b, red arrow), tumor regression at Test 4 (MRI image-c, yellow arrow), and reemergence at Test 5 (MRI image-d, red arrow)
along with immunoradiotherapy, quantitative variation of LCTCsmulti and LCTECsmulti (red lines in D-a and D-b) exactly matched the tumor
present status, showing up–down–up path lines. However, the quantity of SCTCstri (D-a, aqua line) steadily increased, whicj was consistent
with ultimate treatment failure.
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intracranial tumors (green; Figure 4Aa/b, Table 2). A similar decrease in

Prognosis analysis demonstrated that post-therapeutic patients

CTECs was observed in three out of four patients in the same cohort

who had a quantity of CTCs less than baseline showed a prolonged

(green; Figure 4Ac/d, Table 2). Two SD patients (ID 6 and 7) did not

mPFS (Figure 4Ba; unreached versus 3.0 mo, *p = 0.047) and a pro-

show a significant change in CTC quantity (blue; Figure 4Aa/b, Table 2),

longed mOS (Figure 4Bb; unreached versus 14.5 mo, *p = 0.031).

but an opposite variation in CTEC amount (blue; Figure 4Ac/d, Table 2).

However, no statistically significant difference in survival analy-

Obtained results suggested that CTC was a more appropriate bio-

sis was observed in subjects showing decreased CTECs, revealing

marker in terms of evaluation of therapeutic efficacy in glioma patients.

p = 0.690 for mPFS (Figure 4Bc), and p = 0.367 for mOS (Figure 4Bd).

|
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Given that the high burden of SCTCstri correlated with post-

BBB disruption in real time. In addition, similar to reported circulat-

therapeutic patients' inferior outcomes, we further examined the

ing glioma cells exhibiting stem cell-like properties with Wnt acti-

dissected composition of pre-therapeutic and post-therapeutic CTCs

vation, 29 14.7% of recruited patients in this study showed CD133+

in responder and nonresponder cohorts, respectively (Figure 4C). In

multiploid CTSCs (LCTSCsmulti) (Figure 1Ae). What those CTSC clini-

comparison with the responder cohort (Figures 4Ca/b), the propor-

cal utilities are and how they relate to the BBB in glioma patients are

tri

tion of pre-therapeutic baseline SCTCs in the nonresponder cohort

currently under our investigation.

(16/33, 48.5%, Figure 4Cc) was significantly higher than that in the

Aneuploidy has been recognized as the hallmark of malignant

responder cohort (16/142, 11.3%; Figure 4Ca). Further analysis in-

neoplastic cells.16 It has been reported that more than 86% of as-

dicated that, following therapy, the number of LCTCsmulti decreased

trocytomas, GMBs, and gliomas are aneuploid.34 To investigate how

from 101 to 10 in the responder cohort, and the SCTCstri significantly

different categories of circulating aneuploid cells impact therapeutic

decreased from 16 to 7 in the same cohort (Figures 4Ca/b). In the

efficacy and prognosis in glioma patients, we examined the clinical

nonresponder cohort, SCTCtri and LCTCsmulti dramatically increased

relevance of each category of CD31− CTCs, CD31+ CTECs and an-

from baseline 16, 10–36, 228 respectively (Figure 4Cc/d). This result

euploid CACs. In contrast with conventional cell size or cancer cell

tri

indicated that the high burden of SCTC might lead to therapy resis-

surface marker-dependent CTC detection strategies, 35 SE-iFISH

tance and ultimate progression (example in Figure 4D).

enables the performance of in situ co-detection and morphological as well as karyotypic comprehensive characterization of aneu-

4

ploid CTCs and CTECs, regardless of cell size variation and tumor

D I S CU S S I O N
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marker expression.19,36 Taking advantage of SE-iFISH, we found that
a high burden of the specific subtype of SCTCstri in preoperative

CTC detection possesses immense potential in terms of therapeutic

subjects might predict postsurgical glioma patients' inferior out-

effect appraisal, potential drug screening, dynamic malignancy surveil-

comes (Figure 3), which was in line with a recently published study

26,27

As a novel and advanced technol-

indicating that presurgical SCACtri was an effective prognosticator

ogy, there still lacks an integrated strategy to effectively detect and

for a poor prognosis in patients with resectable non–small-cell lung

comprehensively characterize CTCs for all types of solid malignancy,

cancer (NSCLC).37 Relevance of triploid CTCs to both breast can-

particularly for glioma. Extending beyond our previous study show-

cer metastasis38 and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patient post-

ing aneuploid CACs in distinguishing radionecrosis from true tumor

surgical recurrence,39 as well as the correlation between HER2+

progression in patients with different types of gliomas, we applied an

CTCs with trisomy 8 and gastric patients' prognoses 40 have been

SE-iFISH strategy in the current study to further co-investigate how

reported. Unlike CTCs, presurgical CTECs and their subtypes in this

aneuploid CD31− CTCs and CD31+ CTECs17,28 in PB, rather than taking

study did not show a significant correlation with postsurgical patient

CTCs and CTECs as an entire entity, correlated with BBB disruption,

outcome. Moreover, preoperative CACs containing both CTCs and

therapeutic resistance, and prognosis in glioma patients. Unlike pre-

CTECs were also unable to significantly correlate with postoperative

viously studies which have mainly focused on advanced GBM,11,12,29

patient outcome (Figure 3Ad), suggesting that an effective identifi-

this study recruited patients possessing nearly all diverse types of ma-

cation of aneuploid CD31− CTCs and CD31+ CTECs was necessary

lignant gliomas at different stages (WHO grades 2–4; Table 1).

for performing appropriate prognostication of glioma patients.

lance, and prognosis estimation.

The BBB is composed of specialized CD31+ BMECs.6 CD31, the

Further analysis of post-therapeutic CTCs and CTECs in patients

platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule-1 (PECAM-1) expressed

subjected to immunoradiotherapy indicated that patients showing a

on ECs, can stabilize BBB integrity.30 A majority of CD31+ ECs in the

CTC increase following therapy had an inferior mPFS and mOS, and

solid tumor vasculature is known as tumor-derived ECs (TECs) ex-

vice versa (Figure 4B). Additional analyses pinpointed that SCTCstri

hibiting cytogenetic abnormalities of aneuploid chromosomes.

31

It

in responder patients were resistant to therapy, which was in ac-

has been realized that tumor vasculature, contributed by TECs, pos-

cordance with previously published studies demonstrating that trip-

sesses loosened junctions between ECs, which results in an increase

loid gastric and nasopharyngeal carcinoma CTCs possessed intrinsic

in vascular permeability. In addition, malignant neoplastic cells could

resistance to chemotherapy.41,42 Dynamic monitoring of CTCs and

hypoxically dedifferentiate into endothelial-like cancer stem cells

CTECs performed at multiple time intervals along therapy illustrated

(CSCs) to form VM channels for reinforced nutrient and oxygen

that the quantity of LCTCsmulti and LCTECsmulti underwent instant

17,32

supply.

Abnormal vasculature, including irregular VM in gliomas,

change accompanying tumor present status (Figure 4D), but the

Several intriguing

variation of SCTCstri was more consistent with ultimate outcome.

questions, such as whether BMECs bear aneuploid chromosomes,

Taken together, obtained results suggested that preoperative base-

how abnormal ECs (TECs) in circulation (CTECs) correlate with dis-

line SCTCstri might function as a biomarker for prognosticating infe-

induces disruption and even loss of the BBB.

33

rupted BBB, and so forth remain to be investigated. Our study sug-

rior prognosis, whereas post-therapeutic LCTCsmulti and LCTECsmulti

gested that, like visceral tumor TECs, glioma ECs that participated

might be an indicator for timely evaluating therapeutic efficacy in

in the constitution of BBB also exhibited aneuploidy. An effective

postsurgical glioma patients.

detection of glioma TECs-derived glioma CTECs in PB might help to

The current study provided a meaningful and practical approach

indicate and evaluate the patient's distorted neovascularization and

to investigate the clinical significance of glioma CTCs and CTECs.
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Additional investigation of several remaining intriguing questions,
+

including how CD133 CTSCs are relevant to BBB disruption and
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tumor progression, whether detection of expanded chromosomes
beyond Chr8 might enhance detection rate of aneuploid target cells,
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how positive expression of tumor markers (such as GFAP, EGFR,
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PTEN) on CTCs and/or CTECs impacted prognosis, the genetic relationship between CTC and primary tumor, and the real association
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